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appearing earlier in the richer assays; it becomes more convex and brighter; the red spots move more quickly and finally whirl round with great speed -and then disappear ; moving iridescent bands take their place for a moment and then disappear likewise, and the bead becomes suddenly much duller in appearance, thus indicating that the cupellation is at an end. The cupels may then be removed from the muffle, provided the ore is poor or has little .silver in it. It must, however, be remembered that silver absorbs oxygen when molten and gives it of! suddenly when solidifying, so that if the bead weighs more than 0*01 gramme (Rivot) little fountains of metal are thrown up, and some part may be projected out of the cupel. This " sprouting," ^spitting" or "vegetation" may take place in argentiferous-gold beads if the gold does not exceed one-third of the silver (Levol). At the Royal Mint it is found that a still larger percentage of gold does not prevent spitting unless a trace of copper is present. Where spitting is to be feared, therefore, the cupel containing the silver bead is covered with a red-hot empty cupel, and is withdrawn gradually from the muffle so that the bead may •cool slowly. Sprouting is avoided in this way. When the beads are very large (O2 gramme or more) the muffle is closed and luted up and the lire allowed to die down as in the assay of silver bullion.
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Kig. JiOl).1— AHHiiy Furmuio ToolH, Royal Mint.
When cooled the beads often " flash " — I.e.., brighten suddenly at the moment of solidification. This is due to the fact that the Intent heat of fusion being released raises the temperature of the bead enormously, the metal having been in a state of surfusion at a temperature nmny degrees below its melting point. The flashing of small beads can rarely be observed.
The proper lent.peralure, for oupellation of lead buttons obtained from the fusion of gold ores is the same as those for silver ores.
VaiHjuelin, perhaps the earliest writer on the temperature of c.upellation, observes2 that the lead is to be charged in when the cupels are seen to be " rouge Jt'ig<Vement blanc," and tliat during cmpellation the fumes of litharge rise and wind about in the interior of the muffle. This appears to correspond to a temperature of the muffle walls of about 1)00°. .Me proceeds to state that the heat is too great if the c.olour of the cupels is white, the fused metal is seen with difficulty, and the fumes, scarcely visible, rise rapidly to the vault of the muffle without winding about (say .1,000°). If the fumes appear
1  Reproduced from Percy'n Att'tufl urtfif of ,S'///rr and (Vo/W, by kind pcrmiHHion of Mr. John Murray.
2  Vauquelin, ManuH (Itnnpld. <(( rKitmn/rnr, Paris, Fan vii. (1800).    New edition, Paris, 18,'W, p. 45.

